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ABSTRACT 
Form Based Codes and Economic Impacts: A Multivariate Regression Analysis and Case Study 
Jacob Mabry Howard 
 
After a 100-year history, traditional zoning practices are being challenged as a contributing 
factor in a number of social, heath and economic problems facing cities in the United States. In this 
context, form based codes have emerged as a possible alternative way for cities to guide development. 
Growing out of the New Urbanist movement, form based codes frequently mix uses, allow for a 
greater variety of housing types and encourage development that is both denser and more compact. 
Despite an established literature which links land-use regulations, and zoning in particular, to fiscal 
outcomes, the impacts that form based codes have on public finance in the growing number of cities 
which have adopted them has yet to be fully investigated. The goal of this research is to examine if 
and how form based codes alter property tax and sales tax generation in the cities that adopt them. 
To examine the relationship between form based codes and public finance a series of two 
multivariate regression analyses were conducted using historic property and sales tax data. The first 
regression analysis was performed using the full list of 122 cities which have adopted form based 
standards from between 1984 and 2009. In an attempt to limit the diversity of sample cities and 
improve the ability to generalize results a second regression analysis was performed using a smaller 
list of 47 cities with populations between 50,000 and 200,000 thousand that had adopted form based 
standards between 1984 and 2009. The results of the first analysis established that a statistically 
significant positive relationship existed between the presence of form based standards which were 
implemented citywide and observed property tax revenue both in total and on a per capita basis. 
Similarly, a statistically significant positive relationship between the presence of form based standards 
implemented at the neighborhood level and total property tax revenue was observed. No significant 
relationship was found between the presence of neighborhood level standards and per capita property 
tax revenue. Further no significant relationship was found between form based standards and sales tax 
revenue. In general, these findings support the theory that form based codes and the development they 
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allow, does alter  the amount of property tax a city collects, but does not support the theory that form 
based codes affect sales tax revenues by facilitating the development of a more conducive urban, 
walkable environment or for any other reason. 
The results of the second regression analysis using data from cities with populations between 
50,000 and 200,000 showed a significant positive relationship between the presences of citywide form 
based standards and total property tax revenue and per capita property tax revenue. Analysis of sales 
tax data showed a positive relationship between total sales tax revenue and the presence of form based 
standards at the neighborhood level. No other significant relationship between form based standards 
and sales tax revenue was observed. Similar, to analysis of all cities, the results for cities with 
population of 50,000 to 200,000 support the theory that form based codes and the development they 
allow does alter the amount of property tax a city collects, and that form based codes do not affect 
sales tax revenues except in the case of codes adopted at the neighborhood level, where a generally 
positive relationship was identified at the 10% confidence interval. 
Following this multivariate regression analysis, a case study of Saratoga Springs, New York 
was completed. Located in the far reaches of the Albany Metropolitan Area, Saratoga Springs 
developed as a popular tourist destination in the mid 1800’s. After experiencing economic decline in 
line with that of its peer cities in the mid to late 20th century, Saratoga Springs has experience a boom 
and now boast some of the highest home values in Upstate New York. In 2003 the city was one of the 
first in country to adopt form based standards, which have guided a significant amount of 
development in the city’s historic downtown as the city re-emerged as a popular tourist destination. 
Since the adoption of form based standards in Saratoga Springs both property tax and sales tax 
receipts have doubled. 
 
 
 
Keywords: Form Based Codes, Tiebout Sorting, Multivariate Regression, Fiscal Policy, Land Use 
Regulation, Zoning Codes.  
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1. LITERATURE REVIEW 
1.1. Brief History of Form based Codes 
1.1.1. New Urbanism and Sprawl 
In the 1980’s a new planning approach emerged designed to regulate and guide land use in 
urban places. Branding itself as New Urbanism, it’s central premise was to explicitly reject “sprawl” 
and posit instead as an alternative and superior model of growth: an urban form that referenced early 
to mid 20th century development patterns seen in the United States (Meredith, 2003; Duany, Plater-
Zyberk & Speck, 2001). New Urbanism prioritizes development of dense, mixed use, towns and cities 
and explicitly seeks to cultivate and elicit desired social outcomes by guiding the design and form of 
urban environments. 
The philosophies that underlie New Urbanism address a sweeping set of contemporary 
problems facing planners and society today (See “Sprawl and the New Urbanist Solution” by Jeremy 
Meredith for a detailed review). More than just a theoretical framework for understanding the nature 
of how cities develop, new urbanists continue to push for more urban development in a decisive shift 
away from established planning practice such as Euclidian zoning that has guided development 
through the second half of the 20th century (Duany-Plater Zyberk, 2000, Garde, 2004). Generally, 
New Urbanist developments are promoted on the grounds that they set as a goal the creation of places 
able to develop integrated communities and healthy public life, and assert that many Americans prefer 
living in such urban environments (Duany, et. al, 1991). 
An established literature does show many negative impacts of sprawl. Evidence indicates that 
large metropolitan cities, which are often centered around an urban core, are economically more 
productive than alternative suburban forms (Haughwout, 2010). Because existing urban centers are, by 
and large economically depressed, returns on public investment in urban areas has been shown to be 
greater than in other areas (Bowen, 2006). Likewise, models comparing growth patterns likened to 
sprawl to growth patterns more akin to “urbanism”, which require less land and focus capital 
investment in or near areas with existing service capacity, are more efficient in distributing public 
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services, require less investment in infrastructure and produce lower real estate costs (Burchell, 2003 
& Hiller, 2013). 
Sprawl has also been cited as causing shrinking city populations, a reality for many cities, 
which has been cited as negatively effecting city’s finances beyond just the loss of a tax base (Persky 
& Wiewel, 2000). In cases where core cities lost population in absolute terms, economies of scales, 
which once enabled cities to provide certain services, may no longer be achievable (Slovak, 2001). 
What is more, suburbanites often rely on services provided by urban core cities, for which they do not 
pay (Bruechner, 2000). Additionally, studies indicate that current fiscal stress experienced by urban 
core cities is related to political fragmentation that divides urban center and their suburbs, which 
generally operate economically as single market (Brueckner, 2000). 
1.1.2. Zoning and Sprawl 
Typically, traditional zoning regulations include use and intensity standards as a way of 
minimizing nuisances that arise when a free market for land drives development, and industrial, or 
other noxious uses are allowed to locate near sensitive uses. With the emergence of single-use 
residential neighborhoods as a viable urban form in many American cities in the early 20th century 
and with homeownership rates rising across the county, cities began adopting zoning standards 
enmasse, partly as a method of protecting home values and as a means of restricting development of 
industrial uses in residential areas (Fischel, 2015). In general, traditional zoning has the following 
impacts: 1) divides land into discreet zones 2) defines an exhaustive set of appropriate uses for each 
zone, and 3) modulates the size, number and kind of buildings and structures within each zone as is 
deemed compatible with the zones intended character. 
After the widespread adoption of the State Zoning Enabling Act in the 1910s and 1920s and a 
series of Federal Court Cases, zoning as a political and regulatory means of guiding development 
expanded to a point of near ubiquity (Fischel, 2015). For over one hundred years, these traditional 
zoning codes have grown in popularity. They now represent the primary method of implementing land 
use policy and guiding the development of land for a majority of cities in the United States (Hirt 
2016). The wide spread adoption of rigorous zoning laws, has been linked to the post-war boom in 
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development of suburban communities witnessed during the 20th century, with empirical evidence 
showing that zoning and in particular residential use standards, such as minimum lot size standards, 
significantly influence future development patterns in areas where they were adopted and significantly 
affect land value (Henneberry & Barrows, 1990; Stull, 1975; Bates & Santerre, 1994). Research has 
also implicated zoning as a force which increases racial and income segregation, limits housing supply 
and creates housing shortages, and underlies the increase in housing prices experienced in many 
American cities (Shlay, 1981; Glaeser & Gyorko, 2002). 
1.1.3. From Based Codes and the Implementation of New Urbanism 
Form based codes, like New Urbanism are a relatively new phenomenon in planning (White, 
2006; Hirt 2013). Form based codes are broadly seen by advocates as a tool for “fighting sprawl” and 
promise, as the form based code institute puts it “…to achieve a community vision based on time-
tested forms of urbanism” (Form based Codes Defined, n.d.). Form based codes are in short a “…a 
development regulation that fosters predictable built results and a high-quality public realm by using 
physical form (rather than separation of uses) as the organizing principle…” (Form based Codes 
Defined, n.d.). 
By regulating building form, and minimizing regulation of use, form based codes allow 
policy makers and planners greater power in designing the ancillary space between buildings and the 
physical form of buildings themselves. Additionally, in permitting the mixture of uses, many form 
based code advocates claim that the benefits relating to enabling the agglomeration of uses is realized 
in ways that Euclidian zoning generally precludes. Since their inception roughly thirty years ago form 
based codes have grown in popularity and, now represent a serious challenge to traditional zoning 
strategies in America (Hawley 2010, Hirt 2013). 
The creation of a “high-quality public realm,” is at the core of the economic argument for 
form based codes (Rangwala, 2012). In theory, by enshrining highly articulated building form 
standards for a place within the law, a sense of place can be operationalized for economic ends. 
Likewise, by permitting or even requiring a mix of uses form based codes appeals to the economic 
arguments for agglomeration and assumed benefits linked to increased economies of scale as well. 
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Anecdotal evidence shows that projects which espouse principles of New Urbanism, the philosophy 
underpinning form based codes, positively affect property values in places where they take root (Tu & 
Eppli, 1999). These projects have limited history and are largely seen as untested by investors and 
developers who may see them as difficult to construct, more expensive to finance and require high 
rates of return to break-even (Gyourko & Rybczynski, 2000). In 2017 a study found that most form 
based codes in Southern California include more sustainability criteria as defined by LEED-ND, 
preforming specifically well in in categories of “walkable streets” and “compact development” than 
the codes they replaced and as compared to similar cities that continued to have traditional zoning 
(Grand & Kim, 2017). 
Broadly speaking, legal theory suggests that in large part land-use regulations represent the 
codification of existing norms and standards that grow organically out of the relationship between 
neighbors, political leaders and the development community. As such form based codes, which 
generally take a more prescriptive approach to guiding development as compared to traditional 
zoning, may function differently in organizing development in local communities (Elickson, 1991). 
Form based codes however, have a limited history in terms of challenges by way of court litigation. In 
general, those form based codes which focus on aesthetics are seen as less likely to succeed in court 
than those codes which make allusions to the effect private development has on the quality of public 
spaces (White, 2016). 
1.1.4. Features of Form Based Codes 
The tools form based codes employ in pursuing the creation of a sense of place are largely 
centered around general building guidelines, such as height maximums and minimums or building set-
back distance from street (Smart Code, 2005). Because these parameters are easily understood through 
visuals, form based code proponents also argue they lower transaction costs tied to the permitting 
process, and by not limiting structural uses, form based codes afford developer more freedom during 
the building process than do more tradition zoning techniques (Arendt, 2015; Mammoser, 2016; 
Barnett, 2011). 
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Form based codes with their characteristic emphasis on form, frequently relax density 
standards and more often make higher densities and more intense development possible or even 
obligatory. Form based codes themselves are often promoted as a way of achieving more walkable, 
compact communities (Form based Codes Defined, n.d.). Typical features included in a form based 
code are listed below, though particular form based codes may or may not continue all or some of 
these. 
1.1.4.1. Building Type Standards 
Form based codes define a set of allowable building types which are then deemed either 
inappropriate or appropriate within a given zone in much the same way uses are regulated in 
conventional codes. Typical building types featured in form based codes include, “Side yard”, 
“Common Yard”, “Detached”, and “Courtyard”, which are accompanied by a suite of setback, height 
and other regulatory standards that work together create a highly articulated building envelope that 
defines both the maximum and minimum space which can be developed on any given parcel. 
Regulating building type in this way is, for the most part, a way to guide development of each 
building so that an areas public space grows in a coherent way. Furthermore, regulating building type 
may be pursued so as to prohibit certain uses and activities by disallowing requisite building types, 
such as drive-through restaurants or retail or even industrial uses. 
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Figure 1: Example Building Type Standards, (Traverse City Form-
Based Code – Draft, n.d.). 
 
1.1.4.2. Frontage Type Standards 
Frontage types, like building type regulations outline a set number of permissible frontage 
types in the code, and subsequently allow or disallow a number of these within each zone. Frontage 
type regulations are generally put forth to regulate the way in which private development interfaces 
with the public space it abuts. Typical frontage types, include, “Arcade”, “Shopfront”, “Forecourt”, 
“Porch” and “Stoop”. These frontage types are further defined by detailed standards that are specific 
to each, but are typically designed to complement one another with the express purpose of creating a 
coherent public realm that function in unison. 
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Figure 2: Example Frontage Type Standards, (Buffalo Green Code, n.d.) 
1.1.4.3. Regulating Plans 
Regulating plans are perhaps the least commonly encountered component of a form based 
code. Regulating plans are maps that define site specific requirement for all land they govern. Like 
zoning maps, regulating plans define areas within a city or neighborhood that are appropriate for 
particular types of developments and uses, however, regulating plans generally focus on protecting or 
creating a defined type of public space. To that end, regulating plans seek to manage the impact 
building design has on the public spaces they bound, enclose and create. 
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Figure 3: Example Regulating Plans, (San Marcos Municipal Code Title 20, n.d.) 
 
1.2. Overview of Public Finance Theory 
1.2.1. Tiebout Sorting and the Efficient Provision of Public Goods 
Given that a system of public taxation lacks any market based pricing mechanism, local 
governments should not be able to achieve market efficiency in allocating resources. In the middle of 
the 20th century a new model describing how public goods distribution plays out across jurisdictions 
was put forth by Charles Tiebout in, “A Pure Theory of Local Expenditure” (Tiebout, 1956). 
Tiebout’s theory addresses the problem that arises as local governments must use a system of taxation 
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to offset the costs they incur for the provision of public goods. Here, Tiebout first established how, 
despite the absence of a direct fee for service, public goods at the local level can be efficiently 
distributed in a spatial economy with several local governments providing public goods 
independently, dependent on residents freely moving between cities that offer a variety of services 
levels. 
Furthermore, residents have an incentive to maximize the amount of goods they receive and 
minimize the costs they incur in the form of taxes. As all residents will receive the same level and 
quality of public goods regardless of taxes paid, all residents have an incentive to under report their 
desire for public goods in an attempt to reduce taxes levied against them. Ultimately, cities would be 
expected to distribute public goods in a sub-optimal way such that residents who may be willing to 
pay more in tax for a higher level of service, must make do with the average provision and those that 
would prefer to pay less in tax and receive less goods, are forced to incur the average cost of provision 
in return for a higher amount of goods provision than they desire, generating significant deadweight 
loss. 
Tiebout proposed a solution to this problem in his model of sorting in which every local 
government will provide differing levels of goods provision, taxing appropriately, after which 
residents choose to move or not to move, thus “revealing” a level of goods provision and taxation that 
best matches their preference. 
Ultimately, under the Tiebout model all cities would be expected to develop populations that 
have similar patterns of preferences for public goods provision, and in so minimizing deadweight loss 
that occurs in a community with a wide variety of preferences. 
Wallace Oates expanded on Tiebout model, in his research noting the following benefits to a 
decentralized system in which local governments, as opposed to the national government are 
responsible for taxation and the provision of public goods: 
1) It provides a means by which the levels of consumption of some 
public goods can be tailored to the preferences of a subset of society 
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2) It promotes increased innovation over time by providing 
competitive pressures to induce local governments to adopt the most 
efficient techniques of production 
3) Provides an institutional setting that promotes better public-decision 
making by compelling a more explicit recognition of costs for 
public programs 
Oates further provides empirical evidence in support of the Tiebout hypothesis using 
multivariate regression analysis to analysis the relationship of property tax rates and expenditure on 
education per pupil on home values. The findings are that higher property taxes rates correlated with 
lower home values and increased expenditure on education per pupil predict an increase in home 
values for a subset of cities in New Jersey (Oates, 1974). In 1983 Allen C. Goodman more directly 
demonstrated that property tax rates are directly capitalized in to home values (Goodman, 1983). 
Further, a 2007 study found evidence that sorting along the bounds of elementary school districts in 
the San Francisco Bay Area, showing sharp changes in household income, education, and race with 
high-income, better educated residents sorting into areas with higher school quality, while housing 
characteristics remained more-or-less the same (Bayer, Fernando & McMillan, 2007). 
In 2013 William Fischel suggested that the California court ruling unlinking local property 
tax collection and per pupil spending on education (Serrano v. Priest, 1972) laid the foundation for the 
statewide referendum massively limiting property tax know as proposition 13 stating, 
“By requiring nearly equal school expenditures per pupil statewide, Serrano divorced 
local property taxes from the amount of local school spending. Prior to Serrano, 
California households could “vote with their feet” to get a better-funded school. 
Migration of households to better districts is the method of revealing private 
preferences for public expenditures proposed by Charles Tiebout. Serrano eliminated 
the Tiebout approach to getting better-funding for schools, so it made sense for the 
voters to nearly eliminate the local property tax for financing schools.” (Fischel, 
2013, p. 2) 
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More broadly policy decisions at the national level have been shown to effect housing 
markets. Chay and Greenstone found evidence to support the hypothesis that air quality is capitalized 
into home value. Using multivariate regression analysis to explore changes in home values within 
counties following the implementation of the Clean Air Act in the 1970s, the pair found that a 1 grams 
per 1,000 liters decline “total suspended particulates (TSPs)” translated into a 0.28 percent increase in 
unit price, estimating that the average 10 unit reduction in TSPs that resulted from the Clean Air Act 
in the worst polluting counties resulted in approximately $2,400 increase in price per unit (Chay and 
Greenstone, 2005). 
1.2.2. Zoning and Tiebout Sorting 
Bruce Hamilton first identified land use policies as a way to make the Tiebout model 
operational. Through the enactment of land-use regulations, cities find some ability to control both the 
population of their community, their average property values and the nature of population growth in 
their community. In this way, cities may ensure that per capita property tax born by residents is in line 
with the per capita cost of providing services. By manipulating the zoning code, the property tax is 
transformed into a head tax that is used to fund a public goods provision. Importantly, this allows for 
cites to restrict entrants who are unable or unwilling to bear the cost of services parochially termed 
fiscal zoning. In a system of local governments where residents must choose to live in a city, every 
resident will be forced to choose to locate in the city that provides a level of goods provision at a tax 
rate that most aligns with their personal preference, resulting in Tiebout sorting (Hamilton, 1975). 
Evidence suggest that the adoption of zoning in Chicago in the 1920 had a positive effect on 
residential land values (McMillen & McDonald, 2001). More recently research into exclusive 
agriculture zoning shows that the presence of these zones predicts higher land values for agricultural 
lands distant from urban centers and lower land values for agriculture land near urban areas 
(Henneberry & Barrows, 1990). 
Likewise, research shows that increased sales tax rates correlate positively with employment 
in big box/anchor store employment, and a decline in manufacturing employment in Florida, 
supporting the theory that local governments react to changes in financial policy, using land use 
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planning to effect fiscal outcomes (Burnes, Neumark and White, 2014). In 1999 Lewis and Barbour 
set out to examine the effects of the point-of-sale or situs-based sales tax on land-use in California 
cities, noting the outsized importance of sales tax as a source of local government revenues for the 
state compared to the rest of the country. To examine the degree to which local government officials 
considered fiscal outcomes when making land plans, the researches sent a survey to 471 city mangers 
in the state of California, receiving responses from 70%. The results of the survey showed that local 
government official stated a preference for retail development, and considered sales tax generation as 
a primary objective, stating; 
“Respondents from the vast majority of cities across the state indicate that their 
administrations favor retail development above other land uses for both new 
development and redevelopment, and they do this to maximize new sales tax 
revenue.” (Lewis & Barbour, 1999, p. 106-107). 
 
Figure 4: “Desirability of Various Land Uses for Development and 
Redevelopment, as Viewed by California City Managers” (Lewis & 
Barbour, 1999) 
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Figure 5: “Factors Influencing Development and Redevelopment Decisions” (Lewis & Barbour, 
1999) 
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2. RESEARCH QUESTION: DO FORM BASED CODES AFFECT TIEBOUT-
HAMILTON SORTING? 
One assumption of the New Urbanist movement underlying form based codes is that by 
regulating form and public space, these codes are able to marshal development of the urban 
environment in creating a public space that fits with local community needs thus creating or 
preserving a high quality public space. Fiscal outcomes, however, are not typically a focus of New 
Urbanism or of form based code proponents and the academic literature linking form based codes to 
economic and fiscal outcomes, good or bad, is rare, despite a large existing literature linking land use 
regulations, and especially restrictive zoning to fiscal outcomes. 
Form based codes which alter the way in which development of land occurs modify 
established zoning practices, which have been cited as a means for operationalizing Tiebout sorting 
and controlling property values and property tax revenues. Given existing evidence that zoning 
regulations do affect property values and property tax revenues, a shift to form based codes which in 
many cases substantially alter how development occurs, may affect fiscal outcomes in the cities that 
adopt them. Further, if cities are able to effectively regulate private capital investment in land through 
the adoption of a form based code or standards in a way that creates public spaces which facilitate 
retail sales, form based codes may be used by cities to affect fiscal outcomes tied to local retail 
performance. The goal of this research is to examine if and how form based codes alter property tax 
and sales tax generation in the cities that adopt them. 
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3. METHODOLOGY AND DATA 
3.1. Methodology 
Regression analysis was run on 122 cities identified as having implemented form based codes 
from between 1984 and 2009. Cities that adopted such codes after 2009 were not included under the 
assumption  that the impacts of codes adopted after 2009 would not be reflected in finance data for 
2012, the last date with available fiscal data. An additional 122 cities were included in this analysis as 
a control group. Cities included in the control group were selected so that the sample and control 
groups had an equal number of cities per state with a total of 31 states being represented. No other 
factor was considered in selecting the control group. 
Included for each city was data on population, total property tax receipts and total sales tax 
receipts for the following nine years: 1972, 1977, 1982, 1987, 1992, 1997, 2002, 2007, and 2012. Per 
capita property tax and sales tax was calculated for each year using population and inflation adjusted 
dollars. A dummy variable was included for years in which a city had in place citywide form based 
standards and for years in which a city had in place neighborhood level form based standards. 
Because changes overtime in the state of the national economy are likely to affect property 
tax and sales tax revenue, year fixed effects are included in the model. Similarity, to control for 
unobserved differences across cities, city fixed effects were used. Fixed effects in this model calculate 
a constant effect on the dependent variable unique to each of the nine years and for each of the 244 
cities based on trends observed in the data. Fixed effects can be interpreted as the unique influence of 
the independent variable on the dependent variable, for instance the fixed effect for the year 1982 
indicated cities in that year saw a $5,745,986 decline in property tax collected as compared to 1977 at 
the 1% significance level. This is not surprising given the recession of the early 1980’s. Fixed effects 
for cities can be interpreted as capturing any impacts inherent in unobserved differences across cities 
such as characteristic differences in size, remoteness, or unique property value assessment methods. 
Further, uniform differences in taxation policies imposed by states are reflected in city fixed effects. 
Multivariate regression was run a total of four times on these data sets. First inflation adjusted 
property tax receipts were regressed on population, the dummy variable for a citywide code, the 
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dummy variable for neighborhood level form based codes. In the second regression analysis property 
tax revenue, per capita was used as the dependent variable instead of total property tax receipts. This 
regression analysis was then repeated using total sales tax revenue and sales tax revenue per capita in 
place of property tax and property tax per capita. 
 
Analysis 1: 
 
Property Tax Revenue = β0 + β1population + β2citywide standards + β3neighborhood standards + YFei yeari + CFej 
cityj 
 
Analysis 2: 
 
Property Tax per Capita = β0 + β2citywide standards + β3neighborhood standards + YFei yeari + CFej cityj 
 
Analysis 3: 
 
Sales Tax Revenue = β0 + β1population + β2citywide standards + β3neighborhood standards + YFei yeari + CFej cityj 
 
Analysis 4: 
 
Sales Tax per Capita = β0 + β2citywide standards + β3neighborhood standards + YFei yeari + CFej cityj 
 
 
In an attempt to limit the diversity of sample cities and improve the ability to generalize 
results a second regression analysis was run on cities with populations of between 50,000 and 200,000 
people, as reported in 2012. All cities in the sample had adopted form based standards between 1984 
to 2009. A total of 42 cities were included in the sample with a separate control group of 42 cities 
constructed to include an equal number of cities within each state in both the sample and control 
group. All cities in the control group had population between 50,000 and 200,000 in the year 2012, 
with the exception of control city for Casper Wyoming (population 60,285 in 2012), Laramie 
Wyoming (population 30,816 in 2012), the only available control city in Wyoming. 
3.2. Data 
3.2.1. Selection of Cities with Form Based Codes 
In 2017 the private planning firm PalaceMakers published a list of cities that had adopted 
form based codes as part of its Code Study program (Borys, Talen & Lambert, 2017). The full list 
includes 387 cities which adopted form based codes and categorizes these codes as either 
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neighborhood or citywide in scale. Below is the complete list of cities that adopted either 
neighborhood or citywide codes before 2009. There are 122 cities in total. As explained earlier the 
cities that had adopted form based codes that were included in the regression analysis did not include 
cities that adopted form based standards since 2009 as the influence of these codes was deemed to be 
unlikely to reflect in public finance data for 2012, the most recent year considered. No systematic 
attempt was made at verifying the accuracy of this list. Also, no attempt was made to identify if any of 
the cities had removed or eliminated any adopted form based standards. 
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Figure 6: Cities with Form-based Codes 
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3.2.2. Financial Data 
Property and sales tax data was pulled from The Government Finance Database, published by 
Atkinson Graduate School of Management, Center for Governance and Public Policy Research, at 
Willamette University. The Government Finance Database includes all United States Census data on 
governments from 1967-2012, reported in thousands of dollars and is unadjusted for changes in prices 
or wages over time. Data for cities used in in this analysis was first multiplied by 1,000, and then 
adjusted for inflation using the consumer price index provided by the United States Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. While the number of governments included in the database varies significantly from year to 
year, the majority of cities examined in this research have data for years ending in 2 and 7 (years when 
the Census of Governments is conducted). Three data points: population, total property tax revenue 
and total sales tax revenue were pulled for each of the cities selected for analysis for each year of the 9 
data point years, identified earlier, which were considered in this analysis.   
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4. RESULTS 
4.1. All Cities: Property Tax 
Results of regression analysis of total property tax revenue for the group of 122 cities, support 
the hypotheses that form based standards adopted at both the city and neighborhood level affect 
property tax revenues. Regression analysis identified cities with citywide form based standards as 
having approximately 
$14.7 million more in property tax revenue than cities that do not, controlling for other 
variables with significant at the 1% level and a 95% confidence interval of $10.3 million to $19.1 
million dollars. Cities with neighborhood wide form based standards had $7,899,966 more property 
tax revenue than other cites at both the 5% and 1% significance level, with a 95% confidence interval 
of between $3,631,555 and $12.2 million. 
Figure 7: Regression Results Summary – All Cities: Property Tax 
 
Results of the second regression analysis used property tax revenue per capita in-lieu of total 
revenue from property tax and total population and showed that cities with city wide form based codes 
had property tax revenue per capita $57.59 greater than cities that did not controlling for other 
variables at both the 5% and 1% significance level, with a 95% confidence interval of between $21.30 
and $93.88. No statistically significant relationship was found between adoption of a form based code 
at the neighborhood level and property tax revenue per capita at either the 10%, 5% or 1% 
significance level. 
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Figure 8: Regression Results Summary - All Cities: Property Tax Per Capita 
 
The results of the regression analysis above suggest that form based codes, are effectively 
increasing property tax revenue in proportion to the area they govern. Property tax revenue increased 
in absolute terms for codes adopted citywide as well as for codes adopted at the neighborhood level, a 
pattern that held for citywide codes when regression was run on per capita property tax revenue, but 
did not hold for neighborhood level codes. One possible explanation as to why neighborhood level 
codes fail to show any statistically significant relationship with per capita property tax revenue maybe 
that any gains in value made on a neighborhood scale may not be large enough to show up in 
citywide, per capita measures, in larger cites, gains that would show in absolute terms. 
4.2. All Cities: Sales Tax 
Initial regression analysis using total sales tax revenue as the dependent variables and 
independent variables of population, presence of a citywide code, presence of a neighborhood level 
code and fixed effects for city and year did not show a statistically significant relationship between the 
presence of a form based code at the citywide or neighborhood level and total revenue from sales tax 
receipts at the 10%, 5% or 1% significance levels. 
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Figure 9: Regression Results Summary - All Cities: Sales Tax 
 
Using sales tax receipts as the dependent variable and the presence of a citywide form based 
code, the presence of a neighborhood level form based code as independent variables and including 
fixed effects for year and city, no significant relationship between the presence of form based 
standards and sales tax revenue was observed at the 10%, 5% or 1% levels. 
 
Figure 10: Regression Results Summary - All Cities: Sales Tax Per Capita 
 
Broadly put, the results of this regression analysis do not support the hypothesis that form 
based codes effectively alter generation of sales tax in any case. 
4.3. Cities with Populations Between 50,000 and 200,000: Property Tax 
Regression analysis of cities with populations between 50,000 and 200,000 people generally 
yielded similar results. An, initial regression analysis of total property tax revenue on population, 
presence of a form based code at the neighborhood or citywide level, including fixed effects for year 
and city, showed a statistically positive relation, with cities with city wide form based codes having 
$5,713,913 more than other cites controlling for other variables at the 5% significance level, with a 
95% confidence interval of between 
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$1,242,531 and $10.2 million. This relationship was not found to be significant at the 1% 
confidence level. A statistically significant relationship was found between the presence of a 
neighborhood level form based code and total property tax revenue at the 10% level but not at the 5% 
or 1% level. 
 
Figure 11: Regression Results Summary - Cities with populations between 50,000 and 200,000: 
Property Tax 
 
Results of the second regression analysis identified a positive relationship between the 
adoption of citywide form based code and per capita property tax revenue, with cities with city wide 
form based codes having $45.25 more in property tax per capita, significant the 5% level, with a 95% 
confidence interval of between $5.71 and $84.79. No significant relationship was observed between 
the presence of neighborhood level code and property tax revenues per capita, at the 10% significance 
level. 
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Figure 12: Regression Results Summary – Cities with populations between 50,000 and 200,000: 
Property Tax Per Capita 
 
The results of the regression analysis on city with populations between 50,000 and 200,000, 
demonstrate a statistically significant positive relationship between property revenue and the presence 
of form based codes, with the exception of form based codes adopted at the neighborhood level and 
per capita property tax revenue. Interestingly as compared to the results for larger sample of cities, 
cities with population of 50,000 to 200,000 showed similar pattern of results, with lower significance 
levels. The lower significance levels may be the result of smaller sample sizes or may demonstrate 
that the effects of form based codes are more pronounced on fiscal outcomes are in either smaller 
cities or larger cities or in both. 
4.4. Cities with Populations Between 50,000 and 200,000: Sales Tax 
Regression analysis using total sales tax revenue as independent variable and population, the 
presence of a citywide or neighborhood level form based standards, and fixed effects for year and city 
showed no relationship between the presence of citywide form based standards and total sales tax 
revenue at the 10% significance level. Cities with neighborhood form based codes had $3,217,540 
more in total sales tax revenue than other cities controlling for other variables, significant at the 10% 
level but not at the 5% level. 
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Figure 13: Regression Results Summary - Cities with populations between 50,000 and 200,000: Sales 
Tax 
 
Regression analysis using sales tax revenue per capita as independent variable and the 
presence of a citywide or neighborhood level form based standards, and fixed effects for year and city 
identified no significant relationship between the presence of any form based standards and sales tax 
revenue per capita. 
 
Figure 14: Regression Results Summary – Cities with populations between 50,000 and 200,000:  
Sales Tax Per Capita 
 
For cities with population of between 50,000 and 200,000, no significant relationship was 
demonstrated, except for the case of cities with neighborhood level codes, where a positive 
relationship with total sales tax collected was identified. this result, is generally in line with the theory 
that some cities are effectively implementing form based standards to govern retail districts, resulting 
in marginal gains in sales tax revenue, but not an overall shift in sales tax collected on per capita basis 
citywide. 
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4.5. Conclusions 
4.5.1. Form Based Codes and Property Tax 
The results of the multivariate regression analysis generally do support the hypothesis that 
form based codes affect public finance outcome at the local level, namely property tax revenues. 
Regression analysis of the full list of 122 cities, showed a statistically significant positive relationship 
at the 1% significance level between the presence of citywide and neighborhood level form based 
standards and total property tax receipts and a significant positive relationship between the presence of 
citywide form based standards and per capita property tax revenue at the 5% significance level. 
Conversely, no statistically significant relationship is shown between the presence of form based 
standards at the neighborhood level and per capita property tax revenue. 
For the cohort of 122 cities, the presence of citywide form based standards coincided with an 
additional $14.7 million dollars in observed property tax revenue measured in 2012 dollars. Likewise, 
the presence of neighborhood level form based standards coincided with and additional $7,899,966 in 
observed property tax revenue. It is important to note that in 2012 this cohort of cities reported an 
average of approximately $44 million dollars in revenue from property tax, with the unified city and 
county of Nashville- Davidson reporting revenues of $787,882,000, the most of any city, and Hamden 
Village reporting just $44,000 in revenue. The vast difference in property tax revenues observed 
within the sample group limit the ability to generalize predictive estimates; however, the studies large 
sample size and the high levels of significance do provide compelling evidence of a positive 
relationship between the presence of form based codes and property tax revenues. 
Results of regression analysis of cities with populations between 50,000 and 200,000 people 
similarly support the hypothesis that the implementation of form based standards affect public finance 
outcomes, with a positive relationship between the presence of form based standards and total 
property tax revenue observed at the 5% significance level and a positive relationship between the 
presence of a neighborhood level form based standards and property tax revenue observed at the 10% 
significance level. Further a significant positive relationship between the presence of citywide form 
based standards and property tax revenue per capita was observed at the 5% significance level. No 
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significant relationship was observed between the presence of neighborhood level form based 
standards and property tax revenue per capita. 
The mean property tax revenue for 2012 of this group was $44,466,190 with maximum 
observed $366,239,000 for Alexandria Virginia and the minimum observed $2,111,000 for Laramie 
Wyoming for the cohort of cities with populations between 50,000 and 200,000 people. The presence 
of citywide form based standards correlated with an additional $5,713,913 in observed property tax 
revenue at the 5% significance level for this group, while the presence of neighborhood level form 
based standards correlated with an additional $4,365,277 dollars in observed property tax revenue at 
the 10% significance level. In both cases the correlation between form based standards and outcomes 
was less significant than resulted from regression analysis of the larger set of 122 cities. This may 
indicate that any relationship between form based standards and property tax revenue is weaker in 
medium sized cities as compared to cities with population less than 50,000 and greater than 200,000 
people, or may simple be the result of a smaller sample size, or both. 
While no significant relationship was observed between the presence of neighborhood level 
form based standards and property tax revenue per capita, the presence of a form based standards at 
the citywide level showed a positive relationship with property tax revenues per capita, at the 10% 
significance level. The presence of citywide form based standards predicted an increase of $45.26 of 
property tax revenue per capita, with a confidence interval of $5.71 to $85.79. Mean property tax 
revenue per capita was $438 across all 84 cities in 2012, with Alexandria Virginia reporting $2,617 of 
property tax revenue per capita, the most of any city and Conway Arkansas reporting $65 of property 
tax revenue per capita, the least of any city. 
4.5.2. Form Based Codes and Sales Tax 
Results of regression analysis of sales tax revenue and form based codes generally did not 
support the hypothesis that cities effectively use form based standards to affect change in sales tax 
revenues. In initial regression analysis of the full 122 cities, no statistically significant relationship 
was observed between the presence of form based codes implemented at the citywide or neighborhood 
level and sales tax revenue either in total or on a per capita basis. 
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These results were more or less repeated for the sample of cities with populations between 
50,000 and 200,000 people, with no significant relationship observed between form based codes 
implemented at the citywide level and total sales tax revenue or sales tax revenue per capita, or 
between form based codes implemented at the neighborhood level and sales tax revenue per capita. 
However, an overall positive relationship between the presence of a neighborhood level form based 
standards and total sales tax was observed at the 10% significance level. As the only case in which a 
significant positive relationship was observed between form based standards and sales tax revenue, the 
results may indicate that cities use form based codes to guide development of historic downtowns in a 
way that stimulates taxable transactions. 
Interestingly for this condition the 95% confidence interval was between -$463,802 and 
$6,898,882, a result that may be interpreted as the indicating that the implementation of neighborhood 
level form based standards may function to reduce sales tax revenues in some cases. 
4.6. Study Limitations and Areas for Further Research 
Several factors limit the validity of these results. First, no attempt was made in the course of 
this study to systematically verify the that the form based codes were still in place or to assess the 
degree to which cities use or enforce these standards within their communities. As such, this study 
assumes the list of form based codes (presented earlier) is accurate and that cities implemented these 
standards more or less uniformly. 
Second, no attempt was made to account for any changes in how form bases standards are 
written, which may have occurred over time. Third, no attempt was made to compare the effects of the 
adoption of form based standards to the adoption more generally of any new zoning standards. As 
such it may be the case that cities routinely see an increase in property tax revenue following any 
alteration of their zoning standards, in which case the results of this study do not reflect the effect of 
form based standards specifically. While it may be assumed that cities included in the control group 
had experienced some change in their zoning laws over the 40-year period examined in this study no 
attempt was made to identify or account for these changes. 
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Fourth, one, potential confounding variable may arise if cities routinely adopt form based 
standards in anticipation of new development projects. In this case the list of form based codes may 
function to track cities that have seen new developments at a higher rate than is common in the control 
group, or in the years preceding the adoption of form based standards. As such the results of this 
changes in property tax revenue may be the result of increase in development that may have occurred 
regardless of the presence of form based standards. Fifth, similarly, it may be the case that in years 
when cities see significant growth in their property tax base, i.e. new development, they are more 
likely to reexamine existing zoning laws and adopt new zoning standards, in which case increases in 
property revenues would predicts the adoption of form based codes. 
Sixth, this study assumes that property tax rates between cities change at a more or less 
constant rate, and that the cities in the sample have relativity similar distribution of property tax rates 
as the cities in the control group. No attempt was made to adjust the data used in this study in this 
regression analysis for large changes made in property tax rate within each city or to identify the 
effective property tax rates within or between the sample and the control group. Seventh, if cities 
systematically raise property tax rates at the time they adopt form based codes then the results of this 
analysis may not reflect any relationship between form based codes and property tax revenues, but 
may be reporting the effects of raising property tax rates on property tax revenue. 
Further research may explore the relationship between form based codes and tax revenue 
generation indicated by the results of this research. For instance, the pattern of citywide standards 
correlating with higher total observed property tax revenues as compared with neighborhood level 
standards, may be interpreted as an indication that form based standards produce more valuable 
development in general as codes with wider jurisdiction correlate with higher property tax revenues. 
As this study uses a broad sample of cities it is unclear whether there is any relationship between city 
size and the preference for adoption of citywide or neighborhood level codes, or how city size impacts 
the effect that form based codes adopted on either the citywide or neighborhood level have on local 
development patterns. 
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Additionally, cities may have differing motives for adopting form based codes. Cities may 
look to form based standards as way to preserve the character of an existing historic neighborhood or 
to encourage the development of neighborhood character where is was previously nonexistent. 
Likewise, as form based standards are sometimes promoted as streamlining the permitting and review 
process, cities may be implementing these code as a means of streamlining administrative procedures 
and not as means of altering development patterns. Further research may look to identify the 
objectives cities have in adopting form based standards and examine any influence these objectives 
have on outcome, financial or otherwise. 
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5. CASE STUDY: SARATOGA SPRINGS 
5.1. Regulations and Standards 
In 2003 the City of Saratoga Springs, New York adopted a new zoning ordinance that was 
one of the first in the country to include from based standards (Talen & Lambert, 2017). Written by 
Joel Russel Associates, the code includes a total of thirty zoning districts (City of Saratoga Springs 
Zoning Ordinance, 2013). These thirty zones were divided into four broad categories; residential 
districts, commercial districts, institutional districts and industrial districts. Within these four 
categories of zones, three “transect” zones were established; the Transect 4 Urban Neighborhood (T-
4) within the residential districts, and the Transect-5 Neighborhood Center (T-5) and Transect-6 
Urban Core zone (T-6), within the commercial zones districts. 
TRANSECT–4 URBAN 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
(T-4) 
Intent: To accommodate development of neo-traditional 
neighborhoods with primarily residential uses 
incorporating a mix of unit types and small-scale 
commercial uses where appropriate. 
TRANSECT-5 
NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER 
(T-5) 
Intent: To accommodate a wide variety of residential and 
non- residential uses, building and frontage types. This 
district also focuses on providing quality streetscape 
amenities and civic spaces to enhance pedestrian activity. 
TRANSECT – 6 URBAN 
CORE 
(T-6) 
Intent: To accommodate highest intensity and diversity 
of retail, business and upper floor residential uses. This 
district focuses on high quality design and materials 
consistent with historic downtown form and promotes an 
active pedestrian oriented public realm. 
Figure 15: Transect Zones with Intent 
As is indicated by the 2003 zoning map, the T-6 district primarily regulates land in the city’s 
downtown urban core. The T-5 district covers land that along the city’s main through street 
(Broadway) just outside of the city’s downtown, in addition to regulating some areas on the periphery 
of the city. Lastly the T-4 district is not concentrated in one singular location, but regulates many 
disparate areas of the city beyond its urban core. 
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Figure 16: City of Saratoga Springs Zoning Map 
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All of the codes form based standards are applied within these three transect zones. They 
include minimum and maximum height, minimum build out along frontage, build-to distance from 
front line minimums, and standards rear and side setback standards, all of which is located in the 
codes “Area and Bulk Schedule”. Four building types; detached, side yard, common wall and 
courtyard, as well as seven frontage types; open front yard, porch, stoop, forecourt, terrace, shop front 
& awning, gallery & arcade within a “Guidelines for Transect Districts” table. 
 
Figure 17: Form Based Standards by Zone 
 
This organization of form based standards means that true to its intent the T-6 district allows 
for most intense development in the city, with the City’s highest height maximum, 70 feet, a 0-foot 
side and rear setback minimum, a 12-foot front setback maximum and a required 80% build out along 
street frontages. The T-6 zones also permits all frontage and building types except the open yard 
frontage type. 
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Additionally, all transect zones are designated as architectural review districts and are subject 
to architectural review which establishes contextual appropriateness of new construction with regard 
to, height, scale, mass and open space, proportion, directional expansion, architectural rhythm, front 
setback, materials and color. The T-6 has no minimum parking requirements, and the city’s Parking 
Board has the authority waive the minimum number of required parking spaces in all transect zones, 
an ability that extends to any Commercial, Neighborhood Complementary Use or Urban Residential-
4A district, with two conditions. 
In general, the 2003 zoning code permits all uses in the transect zone with site plan approval 
and the issuance of a special use permit, except within the T-6 zone where 28 uses, including broad 
categories of “retail” “office” and “residential above the 2nd floor” are allowed with site plan approval 
alone and all other uses require the additional special use permit. Importantly, all transect districts 
standards require 2 stories, and in large portions of the T-5 and T-6 district commercial uses are 
required on the ground floor. 
5.2. Development Patterns Following Adoption of Form Based Codes 
Examination of building permits issued by the city show that from 2009 to the year 2017 573 
building permits were issued across all zones. 105 building permits were for the city’s three transect 
zones. Overall construction within the Transect zones accounted for just under one fifth of all permits 
issued within the city. Of these three zones, the city’s most intense zone, the Transect-6 zone which 
covers the core of the city’s downtown, saw 31 permits issued while the city’s Transect-5 zone saw 42 
building permits issued during the same time, the most of the three transect zones. The more 
residential Transect-4 zone saw 32 permits issued during the 8 years spanning 2009 and 2017. 
Analysis of the city’s housing stock shows that in 2016 the City was home to just over 13,406 
housing units. Over twenty percent of these housing units were built after the year 2000, with over 
15% being constructed in the decade spanning 2000 and 2009. Only housing units built prior to 1939 
and during the decade spanning 1970 and 1979 were more common. 
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Figure 18: Number of Housing Units by Date of Construction: Saratoga Springs (2016) 
 
Further, analysis of United States Census Data shows that from 2007, the earliest available 
data, to 2016, the city added a net of 792 housing units to its stock, a 6.2% increase in 9 years. 
Importantly, the number of units within complexes of more than 20+ units grew more than any other 
type increasing more than 55% or by 524 units from 948 units to 1,472 units during this 9-year period 
spanning 2007 and 2016. Within the 610- census track that roughly aligns with the city’s downtown, 
units in structures with 50 or more units grew from 392 in 2007 to 655 in 2016 to become the must 
come unit type in the downtown. 
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Figure 19: Number of Housing Permits by Building Type 
  
Analysis of the city’s housing stock shows that in 2016 the City was home to just over 11,767 
occupied housing units. Over 18.10% of these housing units were built after the year 2000, with over 
14.20% being constructed in the decade spanning 2000 and 2009. Housing units built prior to 1939 
and during the decade spanning 1970 and 1979 and the decade spanning 1980 and 1999 were each 
more common, accounting for 29.90%, 25.60 and 17.70% of occupied housing respectively. Further, 
analysis of Census Data shows that from 2007, the earliest available data, to 2016, the city added a net 
increase of 703 occupied housing units. 
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Table 1: Occupied Housing Units by Year Build (2007 vs. 2016) 
 
 
 
Figure 20: Occupied Housing Units by Year Build (2007 vs. 2016) 
The United States Department of Housing and Urban Development’s data on housing permits 
indicates that the rate of construction of single family homes within the city was on the decline prior 
to the adoption of the code, and has continued to fall. In 2001, 158 permits for single family homes 
were issued in the city, by 2009 the number had dropped to just 32. Since the 2009 low, the rate of 
single family home permits reported to HUD recovered with 72 permits being issued in 2014, the most 
of any year from 2009 to 2016. Generally, units within buildings with 5 or more unit have out 
preformed single-family homes, leading in all but 3 years from 2005 to 2017. Units within 5 or more 
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complexes increased from 89 units in 2004 to 205 units in 2005 after which all construction of all 
housing declined. Following this decline the number of multi- unit housing complexes in the city 
recovered faster than that of any other unit type, surging in the year 2011 to a 16 year high of 212 
permits in 2011. Presently, the number of housing units within multi-unit complex’s is on the decline 
following the 2011 high. Since 2001 the city has added a total of 2,791 housing units according to the 
United States Department of Housing and Urban Development, of which 1,575 were for units within 
5+ unit complex’s and 1,150 for Single Family Homes, a figure more or less in line with census data 
showing that the construction of multi-unit apartment buildings is growing as an important source of 
housing within the city. 
Taken together this data indicates that the city has increased the diversity of its housing stock 
by growing the number of multi-unit apartment complexes resulting in a decline of single family 
homes share of overall housing. A more in-depth analysis of building permits shows that just 8 
buildings confirmed to have been built according to the 2003 zoning code in the city’s T-6 zone, 324 
housing units have been constructed, 124 of which, that is just under one percent of the city’s total 
housing stock are located within the “Market Center” building completed in 2012, in the T-6 Zone, 
which includes a supermarket (Olsen Architects, 2014). Outside of the transect zones, 180 of these 
were issued within the City’s Urban Residential-2 (UR-2) zone, the most of any of the 21 zones within 
which a permit was issued from 2009 to 2017. Importantly the UR-2 zone is located both on the 
periphery of the City’s Downtown and beyond the core urban area of the city. 
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Figure 21: Market Center (Olsen Architects, 2014) 
5.3. Property Value 
Between 2000 and 2016 the median price of an owner-occupied housing unit in census tract 
610 jumped more than $385 thousand dollars, more than tripling to $555,100. Furthermore, the 
distribution of home values shifted significantly within the 610-census track, from 2000 to 2016, with 
over half of all units being valued at between $500k - $999k. 
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Table 2: Census Track 610: Home Value in Census Tract 610 (2000 vs. 2016) 
Home Value in Census Tract 610: 
Saratoga Springs (2000 vs. 2016) 
 2016 2000 
Less than $50,000 5 0.70% 0 0% 
$50,000 to $99,999 0 0.00% 28 9.30% 
$100,000 to $149,999 0 0.00% 88 29.20% 
$150,000 to $199,999 24 3.30% 65 21.60% 
$200,000 to $299,999 39 5.40% 76 25.20% 
$300,000 to $499,999 238 33.20% 37 12.30% 
$500,000 to $999,999 376 52.40% 7 2.30% 
$1,000,000 or more 35 4.90% 0 0.00% 
Median (dollars) $555,100  $169,200  
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000 Summary File 4, Matrices HCT2, HCT11, HCT14, 
HCT15, HCT17, HCT21, HCT24, HCT29, HCT31, HCT32, HCT41, HCT43, HCT51, HCT52, 
HCT59, 
HCT64, HCT66, HCT75, HCT76, and HCT79; Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2012-2016 
American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates 
Similar increases in home value were not seen at the city or county level where the median 
home price increase from $128k to $332k and $120k to $238k respectively. 
Table 3: Median Home Price for Selected Areas 
Median Home Price for Selected Areas: 
Saratoga Springs (2000 vs. 2016) 
 610 City without 610 County-City 
2000 2,422 8,362 67,381 
2016 2,994 10,412 88,579 
increase 572 2,050 21,198 
percent increase 23.62% 24.52% 31.46% 
In general, the rate of home value increase is faster in the center of the city compared to the 
city and county. Despite this dramatic increase in home value, the areas stock of housing units has not 
increased its share of city’s total housing stock and, has in fact declined slightly from 2000 to 2016. 
Table 4: Percent of Housing in 610 vs. City 
Percent of Housing in 610 vs. City: 
Saratoga Springs (2000 vs. 2016) 
2000 22.46% 
2016 22.33% 
Tract level analysis of the city shows that the core of the city’s role in supplying the city with 
housing has not changed, however, the downtown area’s residential real estate has lead the rest of the 
city in terms of increasing value, and thus as a source of property tax. 
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In 2018 Saratoga Springs ranked 2nd among the 77 cities in the Albany metropolitan area in 
terms of average home value as measured by Zillow ($350,600) (Zillow, 2018). Only Slingerlands, an 
affluent suburb closer to the major population center of Albany was identified as having higher 
average home values ($354,700). Importantly, the city was ranked 11th as recently as 1996, when 
home prices were reported at around $121,500. 
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Figure 22: Home Value by City (1994 - 2018) 
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On a percentage basis growth in home value in the city ranked 4th among the 77 cities of the 
Albany metropolitan area since 2003 (the year of code adoption). Since then home values increased 
approximately 201%. Only the small towns of Day, Saratoga and Edinburg experienced higher growth 
rates, all of which are located in Saratoga County. Notably the city of Saratoga shares a border with 
Saratoga Springs to its west, and is much smaller in population (5,675 according the US Census in 
2016 to 27,447). 
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Figure 23: Percent Change in Home Value by City - 2003 base (1994 - 2018) 
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In the year 2016 the city collected just over $53 million in revenue or $2,001 for every citizen 
in the city, with $691 coming from property tax and $464 coming from sales tax. Historic budget data 
shows that the proportion of city revenue derived from property tax has been on the increase since the 
mid-nineties when sales tax lead property tax as source of revenue, $249 to $187 per capita. Around 
the year 2000 property tax revenue overtook sales tax revenue in the city and the difference between 
the two has continued to grow since. No other source of revenue was as important to the city as 
property tax in 2016. 
 
Figure 24: Comparison - Total Revenue, Sales and Property Tax Receipts: Saratoga 
Springs (1996 - 2016) 
 
Compared to its peers Saratoga Springs has seen a marked rise in property tax collected. 
While a similar rate of gain was reported in Albany, no other city that reported in the Albany 
Metropolitan area saw gains like Saratoga Springs. Notably the increase appears to have begun around 
2003 the year the city adopted its Form based code. 
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Figure 25: Property tax collections, Albany Metropolitan Area (1965 to 2012) 
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5.4 Conclusions 
In conversations with the local officials and planners there appeared to be a general consensus 
that the shift in development in the downtown area was a part of a broader effort in the community to 
see a revitalized Saratoga Springs that began as early as the 1970’s. One long term planner at the city 
explained that as development pressures began to mount in the downtown area around the beginning 
of the 2000’s. The city made a conscious choice to adopt new standards in the area, having a lack of 
confidence in the cities existing standards and general dissatisfaction with the building it had recently 
produced, especially in the city’s downtown. 
While development across the city since the adoption of the code involved any number of 
private and public-sector actors (i.e. real estate developers, architects and public-sector planners and 
project managers), two private sector actors were frequently cited as critical to the boom in 
development in the city. First Olsen Architects, a local architecture firm was identified as critical in 
designing a larger number of buildings in the downtown core, including Market Center. In 
conversation with the firm, it was noted the degree to which the local architecture review board used 
discretion in permitting developments, noting that allusions to the code were infrequent. Nevertheless, 
in describing developer’s attitudes to the code, architects stated that, in general developers push 
development to the bounds of lot setbacks and extrude upward with the goal of developing as many 
units as is possible. Requirements for retail on the ground floor in certain areas, a typical feature of 
form based codes, was generally thought of as either just breaking even or as a slight drag on project 
financing. It should be noted that though the city’s code does not feature a bona fide regulating plan, 
retail requirement for certain geographies, do function in a similar way to a regulating plan. Secondly, 
Boncio construction and Real Estate, a local developer was identified as an early proponent of the 
code, and large beneficiary of the shift in standards. Described by one retired planner as a sort of 
home town hero, Mr. Bonicio was descried as developing an early understating of the code and 
effectively developing workable projects. Bonicio construction was contacted but was unavailable for 
an interview and discussion of their contribution and approach. 
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Another somewhat unusual feature of the City is the presence of a large horse racing track 
and related community, that draws large numbers of tourists every year. When interviewed one local 
planner pointed out that the tourist season is so important that the city has developed a niche economy 
serving this specific clientele, with some restaurants closing for the majority of the year only to open 
during the busy season. Others have noted that the new dense development in the downtown area is 
indeed vacant for the majority of the year, serving strictly as vacation homes, a use particularly apt for 
the type of dense residential developments enabled by the city’s form based standards. The addition of 
form based standards were described as the idea of the local planning commission which was 
identified as having extensive planning experience. 
The local business community was also described as being particularly active in the city and 
exerted a guiding force in developing the zoning update process as well. Unfortunately, no local 
business person was available for a phone interview and discussion or to answer questions. 
Following the adoption of the cities form based standards, the city saw a marked change in 
development in its downtown, namely the area zone T-6, with over 300 housing units added in the 
zone from 2009 to 2017. Importantly, citywide, from 2009 to 2017, the number of units in buildings 
with over 50 units increased from 400 to over 650, showing a shift to denser development in the zone. 
Further, while the 610- census tract did not show a large shift in the role of the city’s downtown in 
supplying housing, despite the construction of several large apartment buildings, the value of homes in 
the tract did grow faster there then in the city as a whole. Financially, the city has seen growth in the 
importance of property tax as a source of revenue, which over took sales tax as the single most 
important source of revenue in the year 2000, three years before the adoption of the code. Regionally, 
the city as a whole saw growth in property tax revenue that outpaced almost all of it peer cities. Taken 
together the shift in development patterns and growth of both property value and property tax, 
corroborates the results of the regression analysis, with the city seeing growth in property tax revenue 
following the implementation of its form based standards. 
In general, the case of Saratoga Springs agrees with the findings of the regression analysis, 
and the theory that form based codes do effectively alter fiscal outcome in the cities that adopt them. 
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While not conclusive, data showing the rise of home values in the city and shift in building types 
located in the city’s downtown, demonstrates that the city’s form based standards, identified as a tool 
by policy makers and the local business community for guiding development consistent with 
economic growth, was part of broader zoning standards that saw increasing property values. One 
potential reasons the code in Saratoga Springs was able to guide development was that it made 
possible the conversion of underutilized commercial lands in the downtown of the city from strictly 
commercial space into a stock of housing that could function as vacation homes. In allowing a mixture 
of uses in the city’s urban core, property owners and developers were able to capitalize on the city’s 
traditional role as a center of tourism and horse racing, that in turn pushed up property values in the 
cities core, and generated additional property tax revenue. 
While not totally generalizable Saratoga Spring’s experience with some of the first form 
based standards adopted in the country, demonstrates the role of zoning in shaping a cities local 
economy, and how a shift to form based standards may alter the relationship between city finance and 
the built environment. 
Similarly, multivariate regression analysis indicates the cities with form based codes in place 
do have higher property tax revenues than other cities that do not controlling for other variables. 
Taken together, these results support the hypothesis that form based codes are altering the financial 
outcomes of the cities that put them in place. Never the less these results do not establish causality, 
and may suggest that the move to form based codes, is a part of more complicated shifts in the 
economies of the cities that adopt them. 
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APPENDIX A: Regression Data – All Cities 
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APPENDIX B: Regression Results – All Cities 
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APPENDIX C: Regression Data – Cities with Populations between 50,000 and 200,000 
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APPENDIX D: Regression Results – Cities with Populations between 50,000 and 200,000 
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